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Couple plans
wedding in
Florida mansion,
owner unaware

AFlorida couple who planned their
wedding at a multimillion-dollar
mansion near Miami thought they

could get hitched without a hitch until
one tiny detail got in the way: the owner
was home and had no idea about their
party. Courtney Wilson and Shenita
Jones, referring to themselves as “the
Royal Couple,” invited friends and family

to the “dream home and estate,” which
includes a tennis court, pool and theater,
plus nine bedrooms and 15 bathrooms,
the local Sun Sentinel newspaper report-
ed Wednesday.

With the $5.7 million mansion up for
sale, Wilson, the groom, visited it sever-
al times, taking photos and pretending to
be interested in buying it. Assuming no
one lived at the vacant home, he invited
guests to his wedding and related festivi-
ties, which included a red-carpet cocktail
on Saturday afternoon and a breakfast
on Sunday morning, the paper reported.
Owner Nathan Finkel, who lives else-
where on the property, was therefore up
for a surprise when the groom and
another person arrived Saturday morn-
ing ready to set up.

“I have people trespassing on my
property,” an irritated Finkel told a 911
dispatcher, according to the paper. “And

they keep harassing me, calling me.
They say they’re having a wedding here
and it’s God’s message.  “I don’t know
what’s going on. All I want is (for) it to
stop. And they’re sitting at my property
right at the front gate right now.” Police
who arrived at the scene encouraged
the wedding party to leave, without
making any arrests. Keith Poliakoff, an
attorney for the Southwest Ranches
suburb where the mansion is located,
said that Wilson “figured it was a vacant
house and didn’t realize Nathan lived
on the property in a different home.”
“This guy had no idea he lived there.
You know the shock that must have
been on his face when he showed up at
the gate and the owner was home?”
Poliakoff said. — AFP 

Courtney Wilson (left) and Shenita Jones (inset) had planned to get hitched on the US$5.7
million mansion in Miami.—AFP

Huda Kathem waits anxiously for
feedback on her first novel, scruti-
nized by a book club in Iraqi

Kurdistan’s Arbil, where young authors
are breathing new life into a centuries-
old oral culture. “This is the first time my
book is being critiqued,” the 17-year-old
first-year medical student told AFP. “I
learnt a lot about how to improve my
writing and storytelling,” she said, adding
that comments from other writers, read-
ers and professors had given her “enor-
mous encouragement” to continue. With
a published children’s book under her
belt, the young author’s first novel, titled
“Barani Marg” (Death Rain), tells the sto-
ry of a Kurdish boy who runs away from
a broken home and a broken heart to
join the army at age 15. 

It’s a familiar story for more than a
few residents of the autonomous north-
ern region of Iraq, a country ravaged by
decades of conflict. The eight book clubs
that have sprung up in Kurdistan in
recent months make a point of giving
homegrown authors a platform, and reg-
ularly discuss narratives tackling social
issues.  Novelist Goran Sabah led the
way by launching his book club in
January in a cafe in Arbil. 

‘Enlightenment school’ 
For Sabah, who has a PhD in journal-

ism from Kansas University, book groups
are “the best way to exchange ideas and
create a sense of belonging among
young people” in the Kurdistan region.
“Every one of these book clubs is an
enlightenment school, that creates gen-
erations who gain confidence in chang-
ing society from the bottom up” in the
face of youth poverty, growing unem-

ployment and ingrained conservatism,
he said. “Some youths watch football to
escape this reality, while others read and
write novels and books,” Sabah added.
Bakhtyar Faruq, a Kurdish language
teacher and member of Sabah’s club,
agreed. 

“Kurdish youths are writing to express
their anger and the suffering they are
going through, as well as to forget their
harsh reality for a brief moment.” An
Iraqi passport doesn’t open many doors,
so many Iraqis “read novels to travel”,
Faruq said. “We can visit Paris in our
imaginations.”  Kurdish literature, today
mostly published in Sorani and
Kurmanji, Iraq’s two main dialects, is
rarely translated.  Occasional books are
distributed in Arabic, Farsi or Turkish,
aimed primarily at Kurdish audiences in
neighboring countries who speak a dif-
ferent dialect. 

Heroine of Arbil
Sabah chalked limited translation and

promotion of Kurdish literature up to a
“lack of political will”. “Many countries
allocate a budget to introduce their liter-
ature to the outside world, but this has
not happened here so far,” he said. A
small publishing house, Nusyar, estab-
lished two years ago in the Danish capi-
tal Copenhagen, is taking steps to fill
this gap. Each year, it hands out three
awards to young Kurdish authors, and it
is translating a collection of modern
Kurdish poetry into Danish and two nov-
els into Danish, English and Farsi.

“It is extremely difficult and costly to
translate and introduce Kurdish literature
to the world, but it is a dream and we
want to achieve it,” Nusyar founder Alan
Pary, himself a poet and translator, told
AFP. One of the two novels Nusyar is
working to promote is a science fiction
story penned by Sabah, who says it is
the first novel of its genre ever written in
Kurdish. “Life Enders” tackles suicide, a
highly taboo, but increasingly common,
issue in Iraq.  Set in the year 2100, it
tells the story of a young Kurdish woman
from Arbil who ends a wave of suicides
after religion, technology and science fail
to stem the tide. The book has been a
hit with young Kurds, and is set to be
reprinted after the first 500 copies, pub-
lished at the end of February, flew off the
shelves. — AFP

Framed by wooden cabinets, Karin
Hofbauer holds a stick of butter to
her laptop camera and imparts to

the novice bakers gathered virtually in
her kitchen the secrets of kneading
shortcrust dough. “It’s a simple recipe,
I’ve made it so many times for friends
and family, and it’s always a success,”
the 62-year-old Austrian says before fill-
ing the baked apple tart with nuts and
vanilla custard. The five Germans and
Austrians taking notes have come to the
online class because the recipes are
simple and straightforward-and because
they’re taught by real-life grandmothers
like Hofbauer, who will soon be joined by
fellow grannies and grandpas from
across the world in a scheme run by a
Vienna cafe.

Two years ago, Hofbauer retired from
an administrative position at a hospital.
Healthy, active and eager to “do some-
thing meaningful”, she joined about 50
other “grannies” at Vienna’s Vollpension
cafe, a social enterprise where retirees
bolster their often meagre state pen-
sions and bake away the loneliness
many senior citizens can feel. The idea
was born almost 10 years ago, over a
too-dry slice of cake at a Vienna cafe.
“Nobody makes better cakes than
grandma,” Vollpension’s co-founder
Moriz Piffl-Percevic tells AFP, recalling
how wistful the dry sponge made him for
the comforting indulgence of his grand-
ma’s cakes.

Following a “Granny Wanted” classi-
fied in a local paper and some trials as
pop-up cafes at festivals, the intergener-
ational team opened the first
“Vollpension”-a German term referring to
both full retirement and accommodation
with full board. At the social enterprise’s
two cafes, coffee is served in old mugs
with flower prints and cross-stitches of
border collies grace the walls. The clien-
tele, many of them hipsters, are often
joined by the elderly part-time hosts-
unless, of course, a pandemic forces
them to shut.

‘Keep our grannies going’ 
When Austria’s first virus lockdown

hit, patrons donated 140,000 euros
($170,000) to maintain the extra income
that many of the staff depend on-espe-
cially single women who, after years as
homemakers, receive relatively small
state pensions.  That, however, is just
one benefit of the social enterprise.
“Older people want to feel needed, that
is something incredibly essential to age-

ing, and that’s something that
Vollpension provides,” says Franz
Kolland, a professor at the University of
Vienna who focuses on social aspects of
old age. 

As people grow older, “they face two
decades of retirement during which they
are mobile. They want to do something-
they just have to be approached,”
Kolland says, lauding Vollpension as a
“role model”.  Piffl-Percevic says he is

touched when friends and family report
how much their grandma’s wellbeing
improved after joining Vollpension.
“Suddenly they don’t feel their hip aching
anymore, or they’ve stopped drinking a
little too much,” he says. 

To “keep our grannies going” during
the pandemic, Piffl-Percevic and his col-
leagues began looking for alternatives
beyond takeaway cake. Taking the
grandmas’ and grandpas’ baking skills
online was the next logical step.  An
army of volunteers helped create a bak-
ing studio similar to those of TV chefs,
and filmed on-demand baking classes
ranging from Christmas cookies to veg-
an cakes, while Hofbauer and others are
hosting live baking classes in their own
kitchens. After overcoming the familiar
pitfalls of Zoom meetings, Hofbauer is
passing on her knowledge from decades
of baking-including on the best apple
peeler: “It doesn’t have to be something
expensive-I think mine cost three euros,”
she says, laughing.

Going global 
When the most recent Vollpension

cafe opened-just before the pandemic-
more than 300 eager seniors applied
within 24 hours. The baking courses’
success with hundreds of participants is
now prompting Vollpension to go global.
In several languages, Vollpension is this
week calling on grandmas and grandpas
from all over the world to join them.
“Vollpension was founded to give people

like us a place where they find meaning,
and can lead a life worth living even in
old age,” one granny says in Italian in a
video promoting the call for applications. 

People from all over the world can
learn to bake with “original family recipes
from the region, and straight from grand-
ma’s kitchen,” another one says in
Spanish. “It’s about local and national
recipes-mango with sticky rice being
taught by a Thai grandma, and panna
cotta by a Sicilian,” Piffl-Percevic says.
Hofbauer, who says she has had partici-
pants tune in from Boston and Crete, is
already looking forward to see the bak-
ing classes go global.  “I found new
friends, new acquaintances, and if we’re
going international, it’s going to be even
more fun,” she says, the scent of warm
apple tart now fil l ing her 80s-style
kitchen. “The more the merrier.”— AFP

An Iraqi Kurd searches for a book at a book store in Arbil.

Members of a book club meet to review a novel at a book store in Arbil, the capital of the
autonomous Kurdish region of northern Iraq. — AFP photos

Members of a book club meet to review a
novel at a book store in Arbil.

A customer orders “Buchteln”, an Austrian speciality filled with marmalade,
as a grandmother packs them, in the Vollpension cafe.—AFP photos

A grandmother looks at the camera as she prepares “Buchteln”, an Austrian spe-
cialty filled with marmalade, in the kitchen of the Vollpension cafe, in Vienna.

A grandmother fills “Buchteln” with marmalade.

A grandmother looks at an oven with baking “Buchteln”
in it.

A grandmother holds trays with “Buchteln”.


